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RESUME.  
 
 
At relatively short notice (late August 2009) the author was asked by Lic. Alex 
VALLEGA of the UCA, Federal Capital, Buenos Aires, to produce a presentation for 
the First Conference of the Patagonian Railway Association (10), of which Lic. 
VALLEGA (31) and the writer are founding members (Founding meeting held at 
19:00 on Wednesday 4th October 2006 at 2726 Cipriano Reyes, Ushuaia (9410), 
Tierra del Fuego and attended by Oscar Alexis Boichetta, Angel Blanco, Pedro 
Urbano, Lic. Alex H. Vallega & Ing. Shaun T. McMahon). The title of this paper to 
be presented allows for a somewhat broad description of matters relating to the present 
day state of steam hauled tourist trains that are to be found in Argentina and in various 
parts of the World. Thus, the writer has taken advantage of this situation in order to try 
and bring the audience up to date on an overall basis not only on the current state of 
steam hauled trains around the World (which are not only for tourist use but are also a 
highly competitive business in relation to rail transport traction policies relating to 
commercial passenger and freight haulage during this new age of the “Oil less 
World”!)  but also to take a slightly closer look at the current state of the art with respect 
to the steam locomotive technology involved with such and the overall infrastructure 
that compliments the same.  
 
The author’s basic engineering (and overall!) philosophy is quite simple: first obtain a 
proper understanding of the fundamentals involved and then apply rigorous engineering 
principles to problems rather than using empirical development. This is no mystical 
alchemy and generally leads to crystal clear elegant solutions, which are often found to 
be superior to those empirically developed over many years by the classic lovers of 
steam. Any locomotive which is modified in this way immediately demonstrates 
improved performance along with ease of operation and maintenance compared to sister 
engines of the same railway or class. In a general sense, this same philosophy can be 
applied to all areas of everyday life with similar corresponding results!  
 
Whilst this section of the presentation is a resume of the paper itself, it should be 
remembered that this whole document is but a general resume of the total scenario of 
facts and figures involved because each individual point made by the author deserves 
a full technical explanatory paper in itself………… that is the depth of analysis and 
effort required in order to produce and demonstrate just some of the results that this 
audience today has already born witness to in recent years in Argentina (4, 12, 21, 22, 
23, 28, 29, 30) and further field around the globe (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 19, 27)!  
 
It is hoped that during the course of this conference there will be sufficient time 
allowance for attendees to ask questions, make observations, have general discussions 
and analyse data along with related material pertaining to all subjects covered here; not 
only with the author himself but with who have worked on a daily basis within the rail 
tourist industry in Patagonia in recent years.  
 
It is an added pleasure to the present writer that this particular conference should 
coincide with the centenary celebrations of Puerto Deseado marked officially on 20th 
September of the current year and the writer takes this opportunity to convey his most 
heartfelt congratulations and very best wishes to the communities of the town and 
surrounding area community.  
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INTRODUCTION.  
 
It is totally false to believe that the steam locomotive lost it pre eminence as a 
competitive form of railway traction when deciding policies for the upgrading, renewal 
or building of new rail transport systems due to a commonly believed myth that it had 
arrived at its limit of development imposed by its very nature (2, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 
19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 29). This was believed by traction users persuaded by the abundant 
diesel locomotive publicity assisted by the motto of the World economic and banking 
leaders “THERE IS PLENTY OF OIL FOR EVERYBODY!” As we have unfortunately 
learned and consequently suffered in recent years, the motto has not held true into the 
XXI Century, thus serious alternatives must be looked at (26). Fortunately for many of 
us steam locomotive development never ceased, to the disbelief and often annoyance 
of many, and indeed continues to this very day; indeed its leading edge during the first 
decade of the XXI Century is to be found in our own country of Argentina (8, 10, 11, 
12, 13) and much of that knowledge is held by people present at this conference today 
in Puerto Deseado. The fact that steam traction not only continues to survive but thrive 
in the ever increasing tourist train industry, has not only helped the industry grow in the 
Patagonian region of Argentina but also allowed serious research and development 
programmes to be carried out at regional and national levels. The plenty of oil motto 
was also assisted by steam locomotive engineers who were the first to believe the whole 
false scenario as an unfortunate consequence of their own inability to find new solutions 
to problems that were facing them at the time thus impeding overall progress on a large 
scale of concurrent events (20, 25). These engineers were mainly from the English 
speaking World and as a consequence due to their inability to learn and more 
importantly use other languages due in the main to indoctrination systems imposed 
upon them at an early stage of their educational development, they were unable to 
communicate with M. Andre CHAPELON and thus adhere to his very well thought out, 
tried and tested solutions to the modern oil less World. Luckily for all of us, 
CHAPLELON had within his grasp a totally dedicated disciple in the form of the 
Argentine professional engineer and natural genius, Livio Dante PORTA. From an early 
age PORTA could speak more than one language thus having to learn French in order to 
communicate with CHAPELON (32) was merely a natural part of the course for him in 
relation to his own development work. Most of you today will have worked with or at 
least had contact with PORTA over a number of years thus no further description of his 
character and overall tenacity to a given cause is required. The present writer generously 
acknowledges that PORTA has had an immense influence on his method and way of 
thinking, not only in relation to engineering in railway and other energy related 
industries but also as what can best be described a spiritual guide and teacher with 
respect to everyday life itself. The sad, yet natural, passing away of PORTA on Tuesday 
10th June 2003 in no way represents the passing away of the work that he was in 
command in chief of as a result of being a disciple of the CHAPELON doctrine, in fact 
in 2009 nothing could be further from the truth!  
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SOME GENERAL POINTS.  
 
Since the 1950’s, when the phasing out of steam on the railways began, a great number 
of facts and overall changes have taken place in relation to the railway motive power 
industry. Some of these are as follows:  

(a) Environmental protection and preservation has become an essential part of 
everyday life.  

(b) Oil prices are rising as a result of the supply and demand factor, which is 
commonly referred to as the “Peak Oil Factor”; when and where the two 
corresponding lines on the x – y axis cross is related to as the point of no return 
within the oil industry. It is commonly believed by experts in this field with 
whom the writer works with on a daily basis, that this transition point is 
occurring at this very moment in time with the resulting foreboding economic 
crisis of 2008/2009 which will continue until at least 2010 when the economy 
will receive stimulus from a restructured World Order so as to be able to try and 
handle (not without difficulties) the upcoming and very seriously harsh energetic 
problems ahead. The price of oil is on the rise again thus indicating its scarcity 
on the World Trade Market (stimulus for the economy!) so in effect the by 
products from a barrel of oil such as petrol, gas oil etc. should be kept in reserve 
for those everyday uses that cannot be converted to a new and modern energy 
system such as modern steam power immediately……. for example not all of 
the road vehicles in Buenos Aires can be converted to steam power in one year 
alone!  

(c) Global atmospheric warming is forcing us to make much more short and long 
term use of biomass in its many forms as a main energy source in our everyday 
lives, luckily in Argentina we have an abundance of such.  

(d) Significant thermodynamic advancements have taken place since the 1950’s 
whilst more are being made at this moment in time. This allows us to work in a 
much more advanced way with “heat exchanging machines” (steam engines!) 
and in fact to a degree of precision hitherto unthought of.  

(e) Important and revolutionary mechanical engineering advancements have also 
taken place as for item (d) during the past 60 years and of course much more are 
expected to occur within the next few years thus allowing the engineers involved 
in this work to play at will with contemporary designs requiring finite analysis; 
the days of “hit and miss” and “cut and try” have long gone from the railway 
industry and especially the steam locomotive engineering World!  

(f) The whole World situation in relation to available energy resources, food, 
transport, communication, methods of working, overall economic and related 
financial strategies, regional and national government structures, private 
industry, leisure activities along with a whole host of other items has changed 
dramatically since the 1950’s. Further changes are occurring at an exponential 
rate hence the modern steam business in the form of tourist and other forms of 
trains must be apace with all of this…….. nowadays general ignorance of the 
facts is no excuse for not having the up to date knowledge and required tools to 
hand!   
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS THAT ARE CLOSE TO HOME.  
 
The present writer believes that Livio Dante PORTA has made significant and 
exceptional contributions to the art of advanced steam locomotive engineering since he 
designed and manufactured his first modern steam locomotive (which still holds the 
World record for overall efficiency!) in 1948 at the tender age of just 26 years. During 
1978 his tutor, mentor and spiritual guide, M. Andre CHAPELON died whilst still 
working furiously and frantically on the development of the steam locomotive at the age 
of 85. It is fair to say that at this point in time, at the age of 56 years, PORTA became 
the “Grand Master” of modern steam technology, not only in the railway industry but 
also across a broad range of general industries that to this very day (and there are 
many!) make use of modern steam technology. PORTA ensured that he had a wide 
range of willing disciples spread like a spiders web across the whole globe, yet the most 
dramatic advancements in modern steam motive power have taken place during the past 
31 years in the southern hemisphere, maybe this in itself points to the fact that if 
properly ordered, educated and disciplined in technical education and corresponding 
training  – theory & practice – we in the southern cone are at the leading edge of matters 
corresponding to steam hauled train transportation systems; not least in its present day 
abundant use within the tourist industry.  
 
The original Stephensonian layout and general scheme of the steam locomotive does not 
impede its modernisation, in fact quite the opposite. For various applications the present 
writer has more than one “cab forward” modern design to hand, but these are more 
likely to be seen arriving and departing from Plaza Constitución and Retiro Stations 
rather than in daily service at Ferrocarril Austral Fueguino (FCAF), the Rio Turbio 
Railway (RFIRT), Ing. Jacobacci – Esquel (La Trochita) or even here at Puerto Deseado 
(22, 29, 33). The Stephensonian steam locomotive demonstrates some characteristics 
that have been either forgotten, simply not fully appreciated or just misunderstood by 
many. The main reasoning for this simple fact is because the steam locomotive in its 
classical form matured before thermodynamics became a basic and everyday science. It 
can stand an incredibly high amount of abuse (though at a very high corresponding 
overall cost to the owners as the writer has witnessed at both FCAF and RFIRT!), whilst 
at times convenient it must be understood that this is not a long term benefit so the key 
point here is to understand the steam locomotives true flexible nature in being able to 
deal with geographically isolated and technically hostile locations such as Rio Gallegos, 
Rio Turbio, Puerto Deseado and Ushuaia and to use that very inbuilt “abuse factor” to 
the benefit of the transportation system in at least being able to get the train home to 
base with a satisfied load of fare paying passengers on board or a heavy load of coal that 
must meet the harbour deadline for the shipping agency. Getting the train home is one 
thing but dealing with the consequent repairs and designing out recurring problems in a 
totally professional manner is quite another as members of the audience and the writer 
alike bear testimony to. The present writer himself has often stated with respect to 
technological advancements made at FCAF, Ushuaia, that “If it works at the end of the 
World, then it will work anywhere else in the World……. This is the true proving 
ground!” – the author would go on to state that this is also the case for the RFIRT in the 
province of Santa Cruz that you are all familiar with.  
 
The utmost simplicity and efficiency of transferring the power of the piston to the 
wheels by the use of just a simple connecting rod and the lack of any transmission 
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(either electrical, hydraulic or mechanical) is noteworthy. Thanks to the Gas Producer 
Combustion System (GPCS) and nowadays the more up to date Cyclonic Gas Producer 
Combustion System (C-GPCS) invented, developed and perfected at the RFIRT by 
PORTA since 1958 (23, 25, 26) it is nowadays possible to develop very high power 
outputs using any reasonable fuel without the need for structural alterations; any major 
structural alterations to existing locomotives are costly therefore current owners and 
operators of steam locomotives should take special note of this point in relation to their 
economic and financial budget allowances in terms of available US$ at a time when 
traditional structures are crumbling and new ways of going about matters are coming to 
light in everyday life. This is a fundamental point to be fully understood by the audience 
in relation to the combustion of biomass as a fuel because it does NOT contribute to 
any type of global warming effect. The writer uses the word “contribute” rather than 
“cause” as global warming is in itself part of the earths natural regeneration cycle (of 
course some politicians have used the human damage factor in order to boost their own 
agendas thus as is always the case a little bit of Hollywood always comes into play with 
respect to environmental contamination and its relation to the global warming effect…. 
if nothing else it adds a small quantity of spice to matters as life would be very boring 
for all of us if no political power play were taking place at some point and in some part 
of the World!),  however mankind during the past two centuries has no doubt 
contributed negatively to this effect by not paying enough attention to overall pollution 
emissions caused by all industries in an age when thermodynamics was not available as 
an everyday tool to those concerned in order to be able to deal with such problems; in 
fact items such as the steam locomotives have for far to long been treated as mechanical 
machines in the English speaking World when in fact they are heat engines and the new 
generations of owners, operators and maintainers should be re trained in this very area 
so as to gain the maximum benefit from their engines thus a corresponding overall cost 
saving per anum of many thousands of US$....... this is not an insignificant point to be 
considered in the tourist industry (8, 25)!  
 
It is a totally false myth that because of its rigid wheel base the steam locomotive 
damages the track that it runs upon. Experience and close analysis in Argentina (the 
present writer used the RFIRT as a case example in recent years) has shown that 
substitution of steam power for diesel power has led to a rapid and serious deterioration 
of track conditions and thus led to a heavy increase in track maintenance ……… or 
even worse the corresponding track maintenance has simply not been carried out in 
some instances (2, 27, 29)!  
 
In the past it was true that boilers were a source of heavy maintenance expenditure. 
Once again Argentina has led the way in the development and full testing of an internal 
boiler water treatment regime which has extended boiler life by decades whilst at the 
same time keeping the owners and operators happy by not having to spend several 
thousand US$ on boiler maintenance and repairs every year, not to mention the overall 
general awkwardness of having to wash out boilers at frequent intervals in 
geographically isolated areas such as Ushuaia and Rio Turbio let alone having to take 
the locomotive out of revenue earning traffic for two days rather than a matter of a few 
hours in order to carry out a traditional,  old fashioned, outdated, cold boiler washout in 
order to remove bucketfuls of scale …….. the latter being tremendously reduced by the 
use of the modern internal boiler water regime. No more buckets and no more scales; in 
Argentina at least (18)!  
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Just to give one of many mechanical improvement examples (there are far too many to 
list during this brief presentation) relating to modern steam power: The application of 
roller bearings to steam locomotive axleboxes leads to a 40% reduction in the overall 
number of locomotives required for any given traffic level. It is important to note that 
all FCAF steam locomotives are fitted with roller bearing axleboxes thus the audience 
will appreciate the relatively low requirements for the actual number of steam motive 
power units on the line taking into consideration that the FCAF runs every day of the 
year using steam traction as its prime mover! Not an insignificant fact within the tourist 
industry and especially when running a 365 day year round service to the fare paying 
customer who expects good quality for his or her money even in the harshest of climatic 
conditions at the end of the World! (12, 19, 24)   
 
The overall costs (taking every factor into consideration) for true Second Generation 
Steam locomotives should be in the region of 60% of the very best North American 
First Generation steam locomotives of the 1950’s……. the latter were mechanically 
superior to any other steamers running in any other country in the World but 
unfortunately hardly any attention was paid to their thermodynamic design and thus 
corresponding performance hence overall efficiency figures! This was not the case in 
France (32)! Again, figures from RFIRT show exceptional performances using 
relatively small sized narrow gauge 750 mm locomotives whilst FCAF performance 
figures are impressive to say the least though development has yet to reach its peak at 
either of these railways (2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30) or indeed 
any other conceived railway system in Patagonia (8, 10, 31). Third Generation steam 
locomotives will lead to even further and very significant cost savings for owners and 
operators and it is more than likely that the first true example of Third Generation 
steam motive power will be demonstrated in Argentina either on an existing railway 
such as the FCAF or RFIRT or on a new railway service that might be conceived at a 
future date (25).  
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OVERSEAS.  
 
Of course, as would be expected, it is not only in Argentina that modern steam 
locomotive technology has been used to increase efficiency and reduce overall 
operating and maintenance costs. The Alfred County Railway (ACR) in the South 
African province of Kwazulu/Natal was very quick to take full advantage of modern 
steam techniques and converted two of its NGG16 steam locomotives to NGG16A 
Class locomotives between 1989 and 1990 under the leadership its then Chief 
Mechanical Engineer, Mr. Phil GIRDLESTONE. These modifications which included 
the GPCS along with exhaust system and mechanical improvements led to an almost 
30% saving (allied with a corresponding rise in power output at the drawbar) in both 
coal and water with the said locomotives being in daily traffic on the ACR hauling both 
heavy freight and tourist passenger trains. Mr. Enrique DIAZ, President of Tranex 
Turismo S.A. (owners and operators of FCAF, Ushuaia) came to South Africa to 
witness, in the company of the present writer, who was the Assistant Mechanical 
Engineer of the said railway at that time, the performance of these steam locomotives in 
service on tourist passenger train traffic duties during September 1998 and has seen at 
first hand the results of a modification programe to working steamers on heavy haul 
duty on a 120 km railway in some of the harshest conditions before he undertook the 
decision himself to upgrade the steam locomotive fleet of his own railway in Ushuaia. 
(21, 27) 
 
During 1995, the Puffing Billy Railway (PBR) in Victoria, Australia made tentative 
enquiries to L.D. PORTA in Argentina as to a modification programe of their own 
locomotive fleet (7), and in turn this particular work was referred to GIRDLESTONE in 
South Africa due to his experience to date of carrying out steam locomotive 
modification programmes in relation to tourist train operation (15). Due to the extensive 
and heavy pressures of work on both PORTA and GIRDLESTONE during the mid 
1990’s, this particular work was delegated to the present writer in conjunction with his 
associate Mr. Nigel DAY of North Wales. The work in hand was concentrated on PBR 
locomotive No.6A and included the fitting of a Lempor exhaust system (3, 6). For a 
number of reasons the modification scheme in its totality was not as extensive as first 
proposed during 1995 and 1996 but has had the effect of reducing coal and water 
consumption by some 10% on tourist train traffic between Belgrave and Gembrook 
along with a corresponding increase in power and improved combustion thus making 
this particular locomotive a modern day example of a tourist train locomotive which is 
much more environmentally friendly than its sister locomotives of the fleet. The 
reduction in spark emissions as a result of No.6A’s light modification is also an 
important point to consider in view of the fact that wide spread droughts have hit the 
Australian state of Victoria in recent years. Due to the present writer’s move to live and 
work full time in Ushuaia, Argentina in February 1999, the design specification and 
shop floor drawings for 6A were completed by DAY and the installation work was 
completed by the engineering staff of the PBR at the Belgrave workshops. The 
locomotive re entered traffic in modified form during January 2002. An interesting 
aspect of this work is the fact that the external appearance of the locomotive was not 
altered at all at the request of the PBR thus the 10% overall saving and improvement in 
performance was a very conservative one compared with a full modification similar to 
the work carried out in Argentina at FCAF and RFIRT; indeed if a full modification 
scheme had been applied (even with no major structural alterations) to PBR No.6A then 
savings would have been in the region of 40%. (34) 
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Staying within Australia, the mainline steam railway tourist industry was not far behind 
the PBR in wanting to improve the performance and cut the costs of operation and 
maintenance of some of their steam locomotives. During 1997, Girdlestone & 
Associates of Port Shepstone, Kwazulu/Natal, South Africa were approached by West 
Coast Rail (WCR) of Victoria, Australia about the possibilities of being able to upgrade 
one of their fleet steamers with the possibility to follow up such work with a second 
example. The locomotive class chosen was the R Class locomotive type and the first to 
be modified for higher efficiencies, high power rating and decreased carryover 
emissions was R711. Apart from a heavy overhaul (virtual rebuild) at the WCR’s 
workshops in Victoria, the modification included conversion from conventional coal 
firing to a state of the art oil firing system, Lempor exhaust, modified valves and a 
whole host of other vital alterations that included multiple unit robotic working with an 
assisting diesel locomotive as and when required by the steam locomotive crew (in 
other words only a steam crew was employed to operate both a steam locomotive and 
diesel locomotive) as and when required on some of the steep gradients to be found on 
some of Victoria’s rail network; (the area around Melbourne is quite “hilly”) this in 
itself doing away with the common myth that steam cannot be multiple unit worked 
with a diesel locomotive and the latter be remotely and robotically controlled from the 
steam locomotive itself……….. almost anything is possible with modern steam power 
and in fact much more than is possible with diesel power! The in service success of 
R711 between Melbourne Spencer Street Station and Warrnambool upon entering 
service in 1999 led to the rebuild and modification of R766 during 2002.  It is 
interesting to note at our own national level in Argentina that this is the type of 
locomotive upgrade that was intended for the Buenos Aires to Mar del Plata luxury 
steam hauled mainline train service that Tranex Turismo were involved in the planning 
of between the years 1996 and 1999, the realisation of this project was not achieved 
purely for political changes within the country during 1999 and the subsequent 
economic meltdown of the country during the years 2000 and 2001………. technically 
all was, and is, achievable in relation to the steam hauled mainline service between 
Buenos Aires and Mar del Plata as many other countries have proven over the years.  
 
On the narrow gauge rail system in Wales, United Kingdom; the Welshpool and 
Llanfair Light Railway continues to enjoy the benefits of a modernised steam 
locomotive fleet. This particular programe of work was started during 1993 by Nigel 
DAY and the present writer and improvements carry on to this very day resulting in 
operating and maintenance cost savings along with allied benefits to the environment. 
(5)  
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CASE EXAMPLES OF STEAM HAULED TOURIST TRAINS AND 
RAILWAYS ALONG WITH THE X FACTOR RELATING TO 
STEAM TRACTION.  
 
During his nearly 11 years of residence in Argentina the writer has yet to visit the 750 
mm gauge (1) La Trochita in the province of Chubut, however he has sufficient 
engineering data to hand to be able to recommend a wide ranging and very thorough 
survey of the performance of the steam locomotive fleet of this particular line in order 
to improve the overall output, efficiency and environmental equilibrium of the 
locomotives used on this particular railway. The author would recommend at least a 
light modification of each in service steam locomotive at a minimum capital cost outlay 
in US$, essentially a stage 1 to be followed up by a stage 2 overhaul and further 
modification based on results of the former. For the owners and operators alike this 
would result not only in quite a substantial cost saving in terms of US$ but also a far 
greater ease of operation and wider range of availability of its locomotive fleet in order 
to meet ever the increasing demands of the tourist industry. La Trochita is indeed an 
emblem of steam traction on the narrow gauge in Argentina as the audience will know 
and appreciate the railway is World famous not only for its steam locomotives but also 
its amazing Patagonian scenery and wide variety of classical narrow gauge rolling 
stock. The author believes that La Trochita deserves the very best of what is on offer 
within the steam traction railway industry and would not recommend anything that is 
not already tried and tested on a national and international level.  
 
This brings us around quite neatly to another case example of what draws the public to a 
train that is hauled by a steam locomotive rather than a diesel locomotive? During 1999 
the author was involved in studying quite carefully the benefits to be obtained by 
introducing steam traction on Tren a las Nubes in the Northern Argentine province of 
Salta. In conjunction with PORTA, he came up with a locomotive design that was 
suitable for the line from Salta to Socompa; the design was later designated LVM801 
during 2000. There was a slight disbelief that the service could not be handled by a 
steam locomotive over this route but that itself is a widely held myth because indeed the 
whole of the C 14 route was steam operated at one time and indeed modern steam 
techniques have allowed us to produce a design that not only matches the performance 
of a modern GM diesel locomotive but is superior to such……….. amazing? NO! Just a 
simple case of the harmonic understanding of thermodynamics and mechanical 
engineering allied with train operating experience of a serious nature using present day 
technology along with the will to make something happen. The possibility of putting 
steam traction back on Tren a las Nubes is always available, current tourist train and 
railway owners and operators merely need to impose their will and combine their hard 
earned experience and knowhow!  
 
Experience to date has proved that tourist steam traction does not need to be old, dirty 
and smelly in order to draw in the crowds; in fact to ensure a reliable service for the fare 
paying tourist passenger nothing could be farther from the truth. Steam just needs to be 
there and pulling the trains in order for the customers to be satisfied and indeed it is 
obvious from the happy, smiling faces of passengers at FCAF, Ushuaia that this is the 
case even if the steam locomotives of that particular line are new and modern in their 
design yet retaining the Stephensonian image and outline. When a diesel locomotive 
is used for passenger train haulage over the very same railway the expression and 
attitude of the passenger is very different ……. in other words they are not happy and 
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satisfied customers! In recent years, the writer has decided to call this particular steam 
attraction the “X FACTOR”, a bit of a “missing quantity” for want of a better phrase; 
but for sure there is absolutely nothing missing when it comes to steam hauled tourist 
trains and this X factor itself is a most essential ingredient as I am sure that most of 
today’s audience will agree upon!  
 
In recent years the writer has been engaged by the local and provincial authorities of in 
the province of Santa Cruz so as to undertake in depth studies concerning the feasibility 
of a steam hauled tourist train service over the existing RFIRT along with an extension 
of the same into the neighbouring country of Chile thus connecting Rio Turbio directly 
with Puerto Borries. At the same time this rail link, which is not insignificant in itself, 
would interconnect with a metre gauge steam hauled tourist railway running a 5 km 
length between Puerto Borries and Puerto Natales hence linking by rail the provincial 
capital of Rio Gallegos with Puerto Natales creating the Southern Bi Oceanic rail link. 
During his time based at the western end of the RFIRT at Rio Turbio the author had the 
opportunity to closely survey the 11 Santa Fe type steam locomotives in stock at the 
Central Workshops and carry out detailed surveys of each one in order to evaluate their 
general condition and suitability for future use on the RFIRT or even elsewhere if such 
become surplus to stock. It should not be forgotten by the audience that the RFIRT, or 
RFIEP as it was originally named, was itself constructed between 1950 and 1951 and 
put to work using surplus stock which had accumulated in the neighbouring province of 
Chubut as part of a war debt by Germany to Argentina; so the eventual moving around 
of motive power and rolling stock and even track itself is nothing new to the region! 
The writer also took the opportunity to carry out in situ live steam trials on a test 
locomotive RFIRT No.107 (erroneously nowadays numbered 116 due to a mix up of 
works and running plates within the RFIRT internal system). The results of these 
steaming and running trials of locomotive 107 yielded a huge amount of practical 
information with respect to not only the existing condition of the remainder of the 
RFIRT steam fleet but also enabled the writer to draw up a re modification first stage 
plan so as to return these de modified locomotives to their modified condition with a 
full GPCS and other mechanical benefits. The same work led the writer to draw up a 
detailed specification of what he has christened the “Advanced Santa Fe” locomotive, 
using an existing locomotive of the RFIRT as a prototype so as to include what he 
would refer to as a second stage of advanced modifications that can be cost effectively 
technically built into the machine without any major structural alteration. These 
locomotives would not only serve the purpose of running a steam hauled tourist train 
service along the existing and extended RFIRT but could also be an economical and 
technical solution to the current RFIRT motive power problems. However, it should be 
remembered that with the construction and putting into service of the new 240 MW 
steam driven, coal fired power station at Rio Turbio the dependence upon the RFIRT as 
a coal feeder line to the port of Punto Loyola will be much less in future years; indeed if 
any reliance at all remains for such. Thus as a result of this forward planning the 
national government decided to carry out an absolute minimum investment plan for the 
essential maintenance and light upgrade of the RFIRT in order for such to function at 
minimum safety levels for the next few years. The future of the RFIRT is open to 
speculation and possible debate. Even though the full technical studies have been 
carried out by a national company in relation to the extension of the same to Puerto 
Borries it is more than likely that this will take much longer to realise for a number of 
technical, economic and political reasons. (1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 17, 19, 23, 25, 26, 29)  
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In brief reference to the RFIRT as a base technical data base, the author also carried out 
surveys and practical tests of the locally mined coal from Mine 5 as used in the existing 
21 MW power station which nowadays serves the electrical generation requirements for 
the coal mines (though with a simple upgrade it could easily generate at low cost the 
whole power requirements for the town of Rio Turbio and its neighbour 28 de 
Noviembre!), he also set up his own test bed coal burning stove in the locomotive depot  
from which he retrieved a great deal of valuable data in relation to solid fuel 
combustion. As the audience will be aware of, the Rio Turbio coal is a very “tricky” 
coal to burn and it is essential that the GPCS and the more advanced C-GPCS be used 
during combustion so as to eliminate clinker, prolong running times, minimise 
carryover from the firebed and raise efficiency levels not to mention the need to avoid 
environmental contamination.  
 
As an interesting aside to what has been carried out by PORTA and the present writer 
over the years at RFIRT with respect to thermodynamic investigations and 
improvements along with state of the art Clean Coal Combustion Technology (CCCT), 
the following extract from Mr. John CLICK’s National Coal Board (NCB) report to the 
United Nations of December 1977 (26) makes interesting reading in relation to the 
RFIRT steam locomotives as well as a serious reflection of what can be achieved right 
now with any of our current and future steam operated tourist railways in Argentina and 
overseas using any reasonable solid fuel in conjunction with the GPCS:-   
 
                “Of greater interest in the dark was the amount of sparking from the 
chimney top. The locomotive was clean ride on but just how little was leaving the 
chimney top partly burnt was surprising after dark. Even on the last assault up to the 
Rio Turbio Station, ………. When the locomotive was working very hard in 50-55 per 
cent cut off with the regulator wide open at about 18 mph (where the author would 
have expected a trail of fire from the chimney) there were only a few (almost 
countable!) pea-sized sparks with an occasional one of the size of an olive that lay, 
after bouncing, a few seconds, on the frozen ground before becoming invisible. It did 
not go unnoticed either, that the locomotive after many hours of steaming blew off at 
the safety valves the instant the regulator was shut in Rio Turbio yard!” 
 
These comments were made by a senior official representing the NCB some 31 years 
ago on behalf of the United Nations, such was, and is, the importance of steam 
locomotive development in Argentina on the RFIRT. It should not be forgotten by the 
audience that the Rio Turbio coal is heavily sparking….. that is to say a much greater 
potential for firebed carryover…….. and similar in this form to lignite. It also has 17% 
clinkering ash content with a sintering point of 900 degrees C.  
 
No mention of the RFIRT is complete without making particular reference to Mr. 
Alexis BOICHETTA who was General Manager of the line for 33 years. Mr. 
BOICHETTA took over the running of the railway in 1960 upon the departure of 
PORTA as head f the railway, and through thick and thin BOICHETTA did his utmost 
to run the railway between Rio Gallegos and Rio Turbio in “clockwork” fashion.  
 
The FCAF, Ushuaia, was the brainchild of the Argentine entrepreneur and businessman 
Mr. Antonio Enrique DIAZ, affectionately known to his friends, family, employees and 
most of today’s audience simply as “Quique”. DIAZ came form a Merchant Navy 
background thus transportation, even though of the maritime nature, was in his blood 
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from a very young age. This is quite an important point to be taken into account when 
considering transportation logistics because here at the southern tip rail – marine 
combination links are very important; DIAZ nowadays has numerous years experience 
in both of these areas as well as the national and international business world.  
 
The history of the FCAF up to the present day will be known to the majority of today’s 
audience (11, 12, 18, 19, 22, 23, 28, 30, 31) and it is not the writer’s intention to repeat 
such in this presentation. The author of this document was involved in what can be best 
described as the “second stage” of the development of the FCAF, which today is in its 
third stage of development and is within the top 10 steam hauled tourist railways in the 
World, this is no mean feat in itself when one considers the geographic isolation and 
technical hostility of the provincial capital of Ushuaia, not to mention that the FCAF is 
situated some 10 km from the city centre on the boundary of the Tierra del Fuego 
National Park. Amongst a whole host of packages specially prepared for the national 
and international tourist visiting the railway, a vital factor of its success since its 
opening on October 11th 1994 is the fact that it uses steam as its prime mover. A small 
representative proportion of its working fleet is diesel but such is only used for standby 
and works trains duties, not just because steam is one of, if not the, main attractions of 
FCAF but also it is simpler to operate and maintain in these barren lands of the southern 
hemisphere!  
 
The writers brief upon taking up the post of Technical & Operating Manger of the 
FCAF at Ushuaia was literally in the words of DIAZ “to put the railway in order!” 
 
In order to accomplish this task, or at least set the cornerstone of the development and 
transformation of the railway from something akin to a Disneyland ride through the 
pretty countryside into a real working railway, the writer stuck by one strong premise 
“Do everything once and do it right so as to avoid repetitive, tedious and costly 
maintenance and renewal!”   
 
This doctrine, after a period of time spread through the FCAF like a religion and in this 
way the total infrastructure was able to be improved in order to sustain an ever 
increasing number of national and international tourist passengers from around 7,000 to 
over 100,000 by the time the writer left full time company service at Ushuaia during 
April 2004. The author carried out two light modifications to the railways then total 
steam locomotive fleet and based upon a general specification plan by PORTA (13) in 
1998 was able to specify in fine detail a third, Second Generation steam locomotive (14) 
by May 2004. Alas the company was not in a sound enough economic condition at the 
time to be able to go through with the full detail design and manufacture of this 
locomotive and had to resort to the second option of building a second Garratt KM 
Class locomotive which was delivered new to the railway in April 2006 from South 
Africa. However the improvements and in service testing carried out to the existing 
locomotive fleet had yielded enough information to be able to specify in detail the 
required further improvements that needed to be incorporated in the FCAF’s third steam 
locomotive. At the time of writing the author continues to perfect the design of the 2004 
specified locomotive because if traffic figures continue to increase in future years (now 
standing at 120,000 passengers per anum) then it is more than likely that a new modern 
steam locomotive of Stephensonian outline and configuration will be required by the 
company in order to run additional train services between Estaciòn fin del Mundo and 
Estaciòn Parque Nacional. Locomotives No.s 2 & 3 still await a second stage of rebuild 
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and modification. Solid fuel testing was carried out by the author at FCAF with very 
good results using local waste wood, he has drawn up plans for a conversion of all 
FCAF locomotives to burn solid fuel using the C-GPCS so as to remain within National 
Park regulations in the event of an imminent oil crisis in the province of Tierra del 
Fuego.  
 
Between 1999 and 2004 the author re trialled and proved to the World the success of an 
internal boiler water treatment first developed and tested in service in Argentina by 
PORTA working for INTI at the time on Ramal C 14 using locomotive No.1802 
between 1969 and 1974. This particular work as carried out hand in hand with PORTA 
and together we were able to reach unheard of reductions in boiler maintenance, repair 
and renewal costs in the English Speaking World at FCAF, Ushuaia!  
 
The sum total of improvements made to FCAF locomotives No.s 2 & 3 between 1999 
and 2004 as part of their first stage light modification and rebuilds is far too extensive to 
list in this presentation but it is hoped that members of the audience will be able to take 
advantage of the FCAF staff attending this conference (including Workshop & Running 
Foreman Fabian PAPATRYPHONOS who was the writers right hand man all through 
his years as Technical & Operating Manager at FCAF) in order to review with them the 
technical detail that was included at the time. The two main pillars of the modification 
scheme at FCAF were THERMODYNAMIC improvements and MECHANICAL 
redesign of detail components in order to raise both thermal and overall efficiency at the 
drawbar with a corresponding lowering of the operating, maintenance and renewal costs 
associated with such. It should be born in mind that FCAF offers an all year round 
steam hauled train service and it is fair to say that in the year 2009 it is the most 
efficiently run and cost effective railway in Argentina, if not Latin America. Its future is 
secure and it continues to expand. It is an example to all of how to go about the design, 
construction, operating, maintenance and general running of a steam hauled passenger 
carrying tourist oriented railway in the XXI Century.  
 
Apart from operating FCAF, the company Tranex Turismo S.A. also was the first 
company on the island province of Tierra del Fuego to export technical services to 
overseas companies, including India, the USA and Chile.  
 
A very promising and most probable tourist railway scheme under development is that 
to be found in the Chilean town of Puerto Natales, province of the Ultima Esperanza. 
The 5 or so km of metre gauge line to be rebuilt mirrors the FCAF, Ushuaia in many 
ways and it is the writer’s recommendation that the Puerto Natales – Puerto Borries 
Railway should take FCAF as an example of how to at least set up a lucrative and 
successful tourist railway business.  
 
The case of railway development at Puerto Deseado is open to some debate and 
discussion, however the writer feels that various positive options are open for the uptake 
on this particular matter. One possibility is to use surplus stock from the Rio Turbio 
Railway in the form of steam locomotives which already have a proven track record and 
build new passenger coaches at the well equipped workshop facilities of FCAF, Ushuaia 
thus continuing to use the narrow gauge of 750 mm for overall economic reasons. If it is 
not possible to recover Rio Turbio Railway locomotives for whatever reason then it is 
totally possible to build new steam locomotives here in Argentina to Second Generation 
designs that the writer is already preparing for such a scheme within the 400 to 600 CVe 
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(some two to three times the power output of current FCAF locomotives) 
range………… more often than not building everything new from scratch, as was the 
case at FCAF, is ultimately the best alternative. The same would be the case for the 
Puerto Natales Railway and indeed whilst separated by a few hundred km’s and even 
geographically in different countries, the two projects could be worked on in parallel 
provided that the professionalism of the company involved is proven and political issues 
are kept to an absolute and sensible minimum. In both cases full advantage should be 
taken of the burning of solid fuel (locally mined coal, wood, biomass and /or mixes of 
all three fuels) using the C-GPCS hand in hand with the full use of state if the art 
thermodynamic principles which are nowadays available along with modern day 
mechanical engineering techniques and a full internal boiler water treatment regime.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS.  
 
There are always risks associated with any form of progress and steam hauled tourist 
trains and railways are no exception to that rule.  
 
In this all to brief documentational presentation the author has tried to condense what 
could easily run to a three to four hour presentation complimented by a 200 page report 
in the form of a technical document…….. every single point mentioned deserves and 
requires for its full and proper understanding a full technical paper. The writer is in the 
process of producing such papers in order to update and compliment the work done by 
those who have gone before him.  
 
The writer expects to receive a large number of questions relating to the points raised 
today, many of these can also be addressed not only to the author at the address and 
telephone number given on the cover page of this document but also to members of the 
audience who have worked alongside him in recent years.  
 
The experience at FCAF, demonstrates the fact that no steam hauled tourist railway or 
train service can be managed with the “good enough steam locomotive engineering” 
philosophy so much loved by many in the industry and especially in the English 
speaking World. Neither can any such railway be sustained without the use of a proper 
internal boiler water treatment; FCAF proves this point in its entirety in relation to 
reducing US$ expenditure.  
 
Locomotive operating and maintenance staff have born witness to the benefits of 
modern steam engineering in relation to steam operated tourist railways and they 
believe in it which is fundamental for the sustainability of the industry in overall terms.  
 
Once large issues have been dealt with successfully (which as an example is the case of 
the steam locomotives of the FCAF) the general reliability of operation then depends on 
detail reliability as is the case within any given industry. Such is achieved by very 
patient observation and subtle correction where and when necessary, thus each railway 
or train service builds upon its own tradition which accumulates over a number of 
years…….. continuity is the key to success! Such practices do indeed cost money but 
the payback to the owners and operators is a trouble free service which is nowadays 
demanded by the fare paying public especially on dedicated tourist steam hauled 
railways such as the FCAF.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


